
  OSD Foreign Comparative Test – Product Template  
 

Date: 03/24/2020 

Product: IF | MONITR4U 
  
Company Name: In Fidem inc.  
Country: Canada 
Point of Contact: Danny Huberdeau 
Phone: Office: 514 847 3664, Mobile 514 701 2252 
Website: www.infidem.biz  
Email: danny.huberdeau@infidem.biz 
 
Short Description: IF | MONITR4U is a SaaS-based application to be used by organisation 
to assess and manage the cybersecurity maturity of their supply chain. It supports 
compliance to standards such as NIST and ISO 27001. Compliance to the CMMC maturity 
model is in progress. 

 
Technology Readiness Level (fielded, lab tested, operational test): operational test  

 
Countries using this product: Canada   
 
Application: (the so what?) The Supply Chain has become the cybersecurity weakest link 
for all organizations small, mid and large. Larger organizations deal with several hundred 
suppliers, if not with more than a thousand. Selecting the suppliers to address first cannot 
be done haphazardly. The ones dealing with their most sensitive information shall be 
prioritized. IF | MONITR4U’s first feature eases the selection process using a tailor-made 
score-based questionnaire. 
Next, how can they confirm/certify their suppliers’ compliance against a standard or a 
maturity model and then ensure they continuously comply? With IF | MONITR4U’s full 
compliance questionnaire as part of its second feature, they can request their suppliers to 
perform a self-assessment accompanied by evidences, manage non-compliance with 
generated follow-ups and request annual assessment reviews using the follow-up function.  

 
Science (how it works): There are two web base questionnaires to answer: one to identify 
an organisation’s critical providers and one for the provider to answer. Both questionnaires 
can be easily customised as each organisation may have its own security requirements. The 
multiple choice answers are designed to cover the most possible situations and each 
answer is given a unique weight in the overall evaluation. No human interaction is required 
to evaluate the answers and the provider risk score is instantly obtained when the last 
question is answered. An organisation can easily know which provider induce risks and 
where the corrective actions should be aimed. 
 
Data (key tested performance metrics): IF | MONITR4U is in operational test mode. 
Dashboards are included in the solution for following the overall and individual supplier 
compliance performance.  

 
U.S. Partners: None so far. 
 
Previous work with DoD: No previous work with DoD 
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